Managing Anxiety: Tips and Strategies to Help you Cope
It’s normal to be worried.
● It is normal to feel uncertain about all the changes going on in our lives right
now. Feeling worried, scared and anxious at times is understandable.
● As humans we generally like to feel
in control, and changes can take
some time to adjust to. Now that
change is happening so quickly it is
hard for us to think about what is
going on and get a grip on what all
this means for us and our families.
● You may feel like you are on a bit
of a roller coaster, with lots of ups
and downs.
It’s ok to have
‘wobbles’.
● You may have parts of the day which are trickier than others. At these points it
might be useful to plan a task (phone a friend/ listen to a song/ do a
meditation/ have a dance about!) to help you get through those tricky
moments.

What can you control?
● It is so easy to be eaten up with
worry and feel overwhelmed.
The more worrying you do the
more likely you are to feel
helpless and things will feel
even more out of control.
● It can help to focus on the
things you can control. Think
about the things you can do to
help you get through each day,
for example plan a routine to
give yourself structure and
activities to keep you busy.

● We can’t control the world around us, but we can control our actions, so do a
meditation, learn relaxation, spend time playing board games, keep a good
sleep routine, eat well and exercise.

Be kind to yourself and others
● When we’re stressed and worried it’s normal to feel more irritable, snappy or
tearful. Be kind to yourself and go with those emotional ups and downs. Try
not to get cross or frustrated with yourself for feeling upset, angry, sad or
frustrated.
● Everyone is different, feels
things differently, and at
different times, So you might
find members of your family
are feeling sad, when you are
feeling more optimistic. It’s ok
for us to feel different.
● With everything being so
different
and our usual
routines upside down, a higher level of tension in the house is
understandable! If you notice you’re snapping or getting on each other’s
nerves, try to spend some time in different rooms. Notice that it’s probably just
a build-up of all the stress and worry and try not to beat yourselves up if you
have a fall out.

Talk about how you are feeling
● When there are lots of worries swirling around in your mind it can help to talk.
The person you are talking to might not have all the answers but sometimes
just the worries can help.
● Sometimes people find it helpful to have a time in the day to get all those
worries out, so they don’t creep into every conversation. Having a set time to
either talk about them or write them down can help stop worries taking over.
● Ask for support. It’s not a sign of weakness, but a strength.

Keeping Busy
● It can help to distract your
thoughts away from worries and
try something different to keep
your mind busy. It could be
watching something interesting
or trying a new hobby which you
can concentrate on. There are
lots of ideas on the internet or
apps like Pinterest which you
can look through to find
something you can do safely at
home.

Looking for the positives
● With so much worrying news and disruption to everyday life, it can be easy to
lose yourself in your worries. It can help to move your ‘spotlight’ from those
things which make you feel worried and anxious, to those things which feel
more positive.
● Think of 3 positive things that have
gone well that day.
● Achieve a small goal (sometimes
as small as getting up and getting
dressed).
● Think of things which you feel
thankful for.
● Limit the amount of time you spend watching or reading the news can help too
as their ‘spotlight’ is likely to be on the negative!
● Re-framing a negative situation or thought into a positive one can be very
helpful. This might not be easy but keep trying.
● Try thinking about what you have more than what you haven't.
● Small things are important such as the sun shining, hearing your child laugh
or the bird singing outside, a home-cooked meal, a cosy bed.

Get access to natural light
Lockdown has now limited trips outside, but it's still important to get access to natural
light.
● Lack of natural light can affect our serotonin and melatonin levels - both
important for our mental health.
● Perhaps try sitting near windows and make rooms as light and airy as
possible.
● If you have access to a private space, such as a garden, use it regularly.
Try some
techniques

breathing

and

relaxation

● Take a five-second breath in through the
nose, hold that breath for five seconds
and then breathe out for five seconds.
Do five times.
● Try the STAR technique.
Smile,
Take A (breath)
Relax...breathing out for longer than in

Ground Yourself
● Take a moment to think about where you are, notice all your senses.
.
● You may notice five things of what you can see, hear, taste, smell and touch.
● Take a breath and really experience where you are and how you are feeling.
● It's easy to get into a negative way of thinking and when this happens don't
get annoyed with yourself, accept it's natural under the circumstances.

Resources:
The Cardiology Psychology and Counselling Team’s Mindfulness Pack with
activities, practices and recommended Apps and Websites
NHS Mindfulness Guide
NHS Every Mind Matters Sleep Guide
Sport England has a wide selection of online exercise platforms including working
out with the kids, exercises for older adults and those with long term health
conditions
A guide to living with worries and anxious thoughts in this uncertain time
Mindwell provides information on looking after your mental health and support

Support:
Samaritans - Telephone: 116 123 for free anytime
Crisis Text Line - Text SHOUT to 85258
Silverline - Aimed at people over 55. Their helpline is open 24 hours a day, every
day of the year. Telephone: 0800 4 70 80 90
CALM (for men)- Telephone 0800 58 58 58 5pm- Midnight every day
The Mix - Aimed at people under 25. Telephone 0808 808 4994 from 4pm and
11pm every day of the year. They also run a crisis text service, text THEMIX to
85258

